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How Maritime Archaeological Action Plans can save a Country’s Underwater Cultural 
Heritage. 
 
Abstract: 
For the last 14 years the author and members of the Anglo-Danish Maritime Archaeological Team (ADMAT), a non-
profit maritime archaeological organisation, has been advising governments on the protection of the underwater cultural 
heritage (UCH). The author and the Team have and continue to advised governments internationally, on how to protect 
UCH from historic shipwrecks to submerged settlements and first nation remains, they have also undertaken numerous 
surveys and excavations. 
 
This paper puts forward the results and ideas from hard lessons learnt over the last decade. Action Plans for government 
departments to maximise their efficiency to protect their country’s UCH are discussed in detail. The paper takes into 
account government management qualifications, political requirements and legal infrastructures on ownership, 
management and protection, all required to establish a cost effective dynamic program. The paper discusses the 
management strategies on: survey methodology, Shipscapes, excavation, protection from development impacts, working 
with NGO's and stakeholders to increase intelligence and monitoring networks, enforcement of the laws for protection, 
media policy, as well as ideas on how tourism should be enhanced by cultural heritage and should also assist in the 
financing of the protection.  Educational programs need to be part of the equation, as there is currently a major shortfall 
of qualified and experienced maritime archaeologists globally.  
 
The paper also addresses the requirement for conservation to be pre-planned and to be large enough in scope and ability 
to manage the UCH, as well as suitable museum planning to accommodate and to benefit the public. Timing of factors is 
also discussed, as all personnel involved, needs to react faster to changing developments. Those involved need to realise 
that the protection of UCH has to be viewed with pre-approved Action Plans in place, ready for all eventualities and 
ready to commence within a 24-48 hour time frame.  
 
These Action Plans are put forward in modules and can be combined to create successful government programs which, if 
undertaken, will greatly improve the protection of a county’s UCH. 
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How Maritime Archaeological Action Plans can save a Country’s Underwater Cultural 
Heritage. 

 

1) Introduction 

The protection of Underwater Cultural Heritage (UCH) is a complex issue. For this paper the 

definition of UCH is anything that is older than 50 years, rather than adopting the UNESCO 100 year 

time frame. If certain action plans are enforced and rules and guidelines followed correctly, the 

protection will be successful. With 44 countries now signed up to the UNESCO convention on the 

protection of UCH (UNESCO "States Parties to the 2001 Convention" accessed 21 October 2014) and with 

the hope that more countries will follow their lead; the question as to the methodology to manage the 

countries’ UCH becomes an important issue. The action plans have to take into account the countries 

culture, finances available and professionalism. Whilst this paper and the information given in the 

verbal conference presentation, is not meant to be a “final solution”, it is meant to put forward key 

points which will contribute to a successful management structure and a successful outcome.  

 

The definition of Maritime Archaeology, (also known as marine archaeology) is a discipline within 

underwater archaeology, that specifically studies human interaction with the sea, lakes and rivers 

through the study and investigation of associated physical remains, including ships and craft, 

cargoes, possessions, foreshore structures, human remains and submerged landscapes. Underwater 

archaeology, which simply means archaeology practiced underwater is not restricted to the study of 

shipwrecks. It includes changes in sea levels because of local seismic events, e.g., the earthquakes 

that devastated Cleopatra’s Alexandria in Egypt, or larger changes to land levels which means that 

some sites of human occupation that were once on dry land are now submerged. This paper refers to 

both simply as maritime archaeology. 

 

2) The Action Plans 

These action plans should be seen as bolt on sections to a successful overall master plan. Each 

country will have different variables but these underlying principals must be in place.  

 

a) The fundamental requirements of the Government. 

In nearly every case examined, with the exception of the USA and their National Oceanic 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) who have a large department, the failure of the protection of 

UCH can be tracked back to the seat of power. The government failing to understand the 

requirements, and that they are responsible for the protection of UCH “for and on behalf of the 

people” of their country. There must be a direct chain of command from the Director of the 

Underwater Cultural Heritage Program (DUCHP) for UCH, to the Minister in charge. Normally with 

most governments, there are numerous managerial levels above the DUCHP which block 
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information and decisions and advice, for political or personal reasons, or because they are totally 

incompetent to understand the issues at hand, or these managers are political appointees with no 

relevant actual experience. Advice must be given direct to the decision makers (Ministers of State), 

to enable them to have the fullest knowledge of options and the implications of their actions. The 

following must be implemented to secure the best advice for the decision makers: 

• There must be a direct reporting procedure from the DUCHP and his Department to the Minister 

responsible for UCH, bypassing any unqualified management. 

• DUCHP must be qualified (PhD in Maritime Archaeology) and have a wealth of actual hands-on 

experience, including excavation, surveys, conservation, logistics, maritime law and dealing with 

international maritime UCH. This person should not be an academic but a practitioner who 

understands what is actually required to make things happen and is prepared to make it so. 

• The country’s legislation on the protection of UCH must be updated (assuming there is already some 

form of legal protection) to take into account modern problems, ownership, protection, Maritime 

Archaeological Exclusion Zones (MAEZ), international maritime law, issues and threats to UCH. 

There must be a suitable enforceable criminalised deterrent to the theft or destruction of UCH sites. 

 

 
Photograph 1: A Side Scan Sonar image of USS Hamilton, one of the two 1812 warships at 90 meters depth in Lake Ontario, 
Ontario, Canada (© MTC  Archives, Parks Canada, City of Hamilton). 
Photograph 2: One of the iron cannons still in place mounted on the truck on the deck with the muzzle through the gun port  
(© MTC  Archives, Parks Canada, City of Hamilton). 

 
 

• The country must survey its area of UCH influence. It is impossible to protect what you do not know 

exists and waiting for storms or development to uncover the UCH is reactionary, which is 

detrimental to the protection of UCH. Commercial surveys can assist with this if there is a 

requirement under licensing protocols for them to give their survey data to the Department. 

• There must be sufficient skilled and qualified maritime archaeological/conservators and staff in the 

DUCHP’s Department to undertake the work. These staff must have an ongoing requirement for 

Continuing Professional Competency training, like any other profession. 

• There must be a department business plan for addressing all issues, focusing on 10 year or longer 

plans, not the political time scale of time lengths between elections. 

• The principal allegiance of the DUCHP, and the maritime archaeological department, is to the UCH 

as a first charge and to the political system second. This is due to the fact that the implementation of 
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action plans takes many years, far beyond the time of single governments and that most governments 

seem to alternate between political beliefs and may reverse policies. The duty of care is to the 

artefact on a a-political basis, for and on behalf of the people of that country. 

• There must be a realistic budget to achieve what is required. Funding not rhetoric is required. 

• Mini Action Plans for specific eventualities e.g. historic shipwreck being uncovered by a storm, or an 

oil leak from a 1940’s modern shipwreck, should be pre planned, budgeted, approved and signed off 

by all concerned and then filed. Once the eventuality occurs, these action plans will have the prior 

approvals budget to enable remedial action within 24 hrs, or at worse 48 hrs. As maritime affairs 

move quickly, so must action by the first response teams. Oil pollution is a major issue which most 

nations want to ignore. But it is simple economics, the prevention by removing oil and contaminants 

from sunken shipwrecks, is a fraction of the clean up operational costs, once the oil has breached the 

containment field of the wreck. 

• Conservation facilities. With any maritime archaeological program, conservation plans for artefacts 

and their forensic examination must be approved prior to the archaeological work commencing. 

National plans incorporating museums can be undertaken to provide tourist plans as mentioned later.  

• Commercial development projects which impact water areas, rivers, streams, lakes and sea, where 

UCH is possible, must have appropriate maritime archaeological surveys to determine any 

detrimental affect the development might have on the UCH. There must be stringent survey 

methodology as set out by the maritime archaeological department for the developers  to follow e.g. 

survey methodology should include side scan sonar, proton magnetometer and the survey grid lanes 

should be designed for the lowest ranging equipment, say 15 meter width survey lanes (Camidge et 

al 2010, 102). It is a common mistake to believe that surveying using a methodology for general 

hydrographic/geophysical surveys is correct for maritime archaeological surveys. When looking for 

historic shipwreck sites, it is important to remember that the largest item might be a cannon or 

anchor, and therefore the appropriate survey lanes should be undertaken. 

• Government training for professional commercial survey personnel, to ensure adherence to approved 

survey methodology and artefact handling protocols. Survey for Shipscapes (Spooner, S. 2004, 26) 

on a micro and macro basis, is recommended, not the land survey methodology of using test trench 

principal.  

• Working with NGOs and stakeholders assisting and encouraging them to undertake survey and 

informative research and to be the eyes and ears of the Department. This is beneficial as the 

Department’s personnel cannot be everywhere at once. By encouraging an “army” of volunteers and 

local enthusiasts, much more can be covered, and if finance and training is undertaken the numbers 

of volunteers will grow. In most cases the volunteer principal fails when there is insufficient funding 

to assist with covering the basic costs and expenses of the volunteers. 

• Training the Law Enforcement agencies to understand the issues and be able to recognise artefacts 

and protocol on a forensic analysis. Artefact chain of custody and handing protocols should be 
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taught, as they may be completely different for maritime historic artefacts in comparison with crime 

scene evidence. 

• Protocols in place for the maritime archaeological projects to be assisted by the Navy and Air Force 

or appropriate government department, whichever has the required manpower and equipment, to 

facilitate survey work and the transportation of equipment and staff to remote locations. 

• Research and archival facilities and manpower. Again this is an area where qualified volunteers can 

assist. 

• In certain areas of the world, the UCH belongs to other nations located far from them, therefore 

unfortunately the UCH is out of sight and out of mind. An example being the Caribbean where most 

of the historic shipwrecks belong to the old European Empires, who have effectively abandoned it 

and rely on the goodwill of the Caribbean nations whose territorial waters it falls under. However 

these nations are unable to afford to protect it. Co-operative international projects are required to 

ensure protection is achieved. 

 

b) The Media benefits for proactive UCH management. 

The protection of UCH has one enormous advantage which sadly it is seldom utilised. Maritime 

archaeological work is in demand by the worlds media and if undertaken properly, positive publicity 

can result e.g. ADMAT’s White House Bay Wreck Project had a large international promotional effect 

for the island of St Kitts in 2003-4 by being on international TV, radio, international articles and film 

(Spooner, S. 2003). Maritime archaeological discoveries, project and work provide the Government and 

institutions with excellent publicity. Senior politicians are all looking for positive publicity, and some 

can shape international policies from maritime archaeological work e.g. Prime Minister Harper in 

Canada with the Franklin shipwrecks found by Parks Canada. Franck Goddio achieved 6,000 PR 

articles in one day when he found Cleopatra’s Palace in Alexandria and the image of President Putin 

assisting with maritime archaeological survey work assists greatly in this respect. 

 

 

 
Photograph 3: Anglo~Danish Maritime Archaeological Team (ADMAT) White House Bay Wreck in St. Kitts, which was sunk in the Battle of 
Frigate Bay, January 24-25 1783, PR photo (© ADMAT). 
Photograph 4: A PR photo of Franck Goddio peering into the eyes of Ptolemaios XII, Cleopatra’s Kingdom, Alexandria, Egypt  
(© Franck Goddio/Hilti Foundation). 
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c) Underwater Archaeological Educational Programs. 

Currently more is known about the surface of the moon than the ocean depths. There are more 

astronauts/cosmonauts than there are experienced maritime archaeologists. An example of this is that in 

2009-2012 while the author was in charge of all maritime archaeological sites working for the Ministry 

of Culture, Government of Ontario in Canada (responsible for an area the size of France and Italy 

combined), there were only three senior maritime archaeologists leading small teams for the whole of 

the United States and Canada (an area containing probably hundreds of thousands of UCH sites), the 

Director for Maritime Heritage at NOAA, the Chief of Underwater Archaeology for Parks Canada and 

the author. Unfortunately the teams became even smaller as the Government of Ontario abandoned the 

protection of UCH totally in 2012, sacrificing the provinces heritage for political reasons.   

 

Yet our heritage and integration of historic travel, trade, wars and empire building, is what has made our 

countries. We ignore our past at our peril, and the protection of our underwater heritage is vital for a 

well balanced society. The maritime heritage is just as important as the heritage on land and just 

because it is out of sight it does not mean it should be forgotten and abused. In the 70’s and 80’s 

universities ran projects for the glory of their institution and their country. Rivalry was fierce to out do 

each other for the good of UCH. Today as the accountants have taken over the running of the 

Universities, the teaching of maritime archaeology has dwindled almost into obscurity. There are a 

handful of good universities in the world, but even these, as finances have dried up, are in our opinion 

failing to teach properly. In Canada there is not one university which teaches maritime archaeology. 

 

The skills required for maritime archaeologists are far greater than land archaeologists. Not only have 

they to understand the archaeological principals but they have to be experts at: logistics, diving, boat 

handing, conservation, maritime law, geophysical surveys, ships construction and so much more. Yet 

most MA/MSc courses in maritime archaeology have no practical teaching, with the exception of a 

possible field school. When the students pass out of the universities and look towards employment, 

there are few jobs and the jobs available require actual experience with very expensive 

geophysical/diving/survey equipment. With the lack of experienced maritime archaeologists, there are 

no qualified personnel to advise governments and to undertake the work when required. These maritime 

archaeological professionals, like astronauts/cosmonauts, take years of practical experience to develop 

their skills and a piece of paper stating a degree is the starting point and does not mean experience.  

 

Addressing the protection of UCH has to be done correctly the first time by experienced professionals, 

as there are no second chances. Once issues occur whether it be by neglect, storms or actual scientific 

excavations, they cannot be reversed. Experienced professionals are required to ensure things go right 

the first time, all the time. Whilst there are a few universities, such as Texas AM University, which do 
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teach some practical work, most do not.  

 

The author and ADMAT, realising this problem, designed a MA/MSc course which would span over 24 

months and would address these issues in a “win win scenario”. The solution was to design a theoretical 

and practical course which would require students to participate in daily practical tasks assisting the 

country with its preservation of the UCH. Additional training should be given by leading scientific 

experts in national museums.  

It is important for students to fully understand the process and procedures for the scientific forensic 
analysis of underwater artefacts. The correct use of scientific testing equipment, including the use of   X-
ray, Raman and Infra-Red analysis, will produce data which, if analysed correctly, will yield many 
clues. These vital clues assist with the discovery of the wrecking story, the mission and origins of the 
wreck in the archives (Gendron, F. 2015). 
 

In the process of maritime archaeological and scientific work being undertaken, the students would 

receive: 

• Up to a thousand dives conducting excavations, use of AGA’s and underwater communications, 

water dredges, airlifts, underwater surveying.  

• Use of all geophysical equipment to an instructor level capability.  

• Qualified to fly ROV’s and program missions for AUV’s.  

• Months of geophysical surveys.  

• Boat handling and maintenance.  

• Underwater photography.  

• Health and Safety.  

• Forensic investigation of the Taphonomic Wrecking Process (Spooner, S. 2004, 19). 

• Months of conservation and scientific analysis experience, including Dendro chronology. X-ray, 

Raman and Infra-Red analysis and Microscopic Studies.  

• Ships construction classes as well as draftsmanship expertise.   

• Maritime site management, Conservation areas, MAEZ, archaeological and cultural heritage 

tourism models. 

• Undertaken public lectures and lead educational programs, 

• Historic scientific cognisances. 

• Experience in archival research. 

• Training in Admiralty/ Private Maritime Law, the Law of the Sea and Cultural Heritage Law. 

 

All the time the students are learning in the field under close supervision of leading experts, the UCH 

is being addressed in a proactive and economical way.  
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d) Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Tourism Programs 

Cultural heritage museums and attractions are a modern way of assisting with the financial costs of 

financing heritage sites. On land it is fairly simple, but underwater most governments forget that 

there are opportunities which can assist. Shipwreck museums like the Vasa and the Mary Rose are 

excellent examples of where maritime archaeological projects have produced stunning effects.  

 

However the sheer cost of these large scale recovery projects and recovery of the hulls of the ships, 

though warranted in these examples, is basically cost prohibited.  For timbers and lower hull 

structures, unless there is a development project which would destroy the site, in situ preservation is 

not only the preferred method, but also the most logical.  

 

However there are other ways where maritime archaeological projects can boost tourism. Simple 

surveys and excavations can produce important displays which in turn can provide major tourist 

attractions. Franck Goddio’s museum displays, following his discovery, survey and excavation of 

three sunken cities discovered in Egyptian waters (Heracleion, Canopus and the Portus Magnus of 

Alexandria), changed the way maritime archaeological projects were undertaken. A touring 

collection went from Paris, to Berlin, Torino, Bonn, Madrid and Yokohma.  The exhibition Egypt 

Sunken Treasures presented those three underwater sites with their monuments, statues (some 

colossus), some treasures, coins and every life objects proceeding from the palaces, temples and 

living quarters with approximately 590 priceless archaeological finds from the Franck Goddio’s 

discoveries. They are all property of the Egyptian state and the objects were on loan from the 

Ministry of Antiquities of Egypt.  

This travelling exhibition came then after to the USA in Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Milwaukee and 

Los Angeles, with a selection of 350 artifacts from the first exhibition, focusing on the time of the 

last of the Pharaohs: Cleopatra, under the name of Cleopatra of Egypt: From History to Myth.  It 

explored the many aspects of this important woman and her liaisons with the two great Roman 

Leaders of the time period, Julius Caesar and Mark Antony.  

The exhibition, for example, in the “Grand Palais” in Paris attracted an average of 6,500 visitors a 

day during 100 days. The attraction was so popular that the project exceeded its costs and financed 

further important scientific discoveries and research by Franck Goddio’s Team (Goddio, F. 2015). 

Franck Goddio and his sponsor Hilti Foundation, has over the last two decades proven their 

methodology as to how to finance projects. This process was repeated time and time again. The 

concept of a “win win” process is also important. The Hilti Foundation linked to the Hilti group, who 

makes power tools, realized that by financing maritime archaeological non-profit educational 

projects, it can in return receive international exposure, far greater than it could achieve with 
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commercial publicity. In short a “Win Win” for the sponsoring company, the museums, the protection 

of UCH and the world. 

 

3) Conclusion 

Unfortunately most governments are failing in their obligations to protect their country’s UCH.  

Depending on the country, the cause may be a lack of financial resources, it may also be a lack of 

political will and direction. It most likely is a lack of expertise within the ministries responsible for 

the protection and the correct information not getting to the decision makers.  

 

UCH is a finite supply and once lost it is irreplaceable. With so little focus being paid to the UCH, 

the world’s heritage is slowly being eroded and lost on a daily basis, unless action is undertaken. The 

Maritime Action Plans put forward by this paper and the further information given in the verbal 

presentation can, if correctly undertaken, could save many countries' underwater cultural heritage. 
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